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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN 
 

Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger.     

 

It is always pleasing when readers of The Tiger offer comment upon our previous articles and 

my last editorial concerning the final “dog-fight” of German ace Werner Voss certainly struck 

a chord with two of our of readers. Paul Bardell was first to make contact: I read with 

great interest your Chairman's 

column in the latest issue of the 

Tiger and would pass on the 

following details which may be 

of interest to members. Just 20 

years old at the time of 

his death Arthur Rhys Davids 

entered the R.F.C. straight from 

Eton School in late 1916, and 

had been serving with 56 

Squadron for 6 months.  As 

McCudden writes in his book 

'Five Years In The Royal Flying 

Corps' – “When it was 

confirmed (on the 24th 

September) that Rhys David’s 

victim had been Werner Voss, 

Arthur said to him 'Oh, if I   

could only have brought him Lt. Arthur Rhys Davids 

down alive” - an indication perhaps that the old chivalrous notion of the 'Knights of the Air' 

was not yet dead to some pilots. 

 

The victory over Voss brought Arthur's score to 19 confirmed kills (some shared with other 

pilots) but it is sad to think that Rhys Davids would himself be shot down and killed a little over 

a month later with his score standing at 25, when, on the 27th of October 1917 Leutnant Karl 

Gallwitz of Jasta Boelcke was the victor over Arthur. It is thought that He fell near 

Polterrjebrug just over a mile north-west of Dadizele, and his grave site may well have been 

lost during the heavy fighting for the Passchendaele Ridge. As Rhys Davids has no known 

grave, his name is engraved on the Air Services Memorial to the missing at Arras.  

 

To quote his  biographer Alex Revell in his book “Brief Glory”, Arthur Rhys Davids and 

Werner Voss both lie in complete obscurity, a little under five miles apart. The actual colour 

of Voss's cowling - Green or Yellow is a 'can of worms' best left for another time. 

 

Keep up the great standard of work, the newsletter is a great read month after month.  

 

Peter Spooner was reminded of a local connection, as he explains: Your article about Voss and 

his contact with No. 56 Squadron has made me think of William Spurrett Fielding-Johnson. 

WSFJ was awarded the Military Cross for his actions whilst fighting with the Leicestershire 

Yeomanry at Frezenberg Ridge in May 1915. Upon joining the RFC he was initially an  
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observer/gunner with No. 3 Squadron, joining No. 56 

Squadron as a pilot in October 1917 and becoming the 

commander of C Flight in 1918. The Bar to his Military 

Cross was awarded whilst he was serving with No. 56 

Squadron.  

 

He enlisted in the RAF in the Second World War, but was not 

accepted as a pilot and became an air gunner, it was whilst 

serving in this role that he was awarded the Distinguished 

Flying Cross. It is thought that, at one point, he was the 

oldest air gunner in the RAF. His son Hugh, also a RAF pilot 

and the holder of a D.F.C., was killed in 1945. It is possible 

that they were the only father and son to have both been 

awarded the DFC. WSFJ, (shown right) survived one 

aircraft crash in the Great War and another in World War 

II.  
 

My thanks go to both Paul and Peter for their comments.  

 

Our Annual General Meeting will be taking place at the beginning of our October meeting and 

officially brings my first year as Chairman to an end. Thanks to your continued support the 

Branch has been able to attend a wide variety of events throughout the year which have  

enhanced our reputation in the local community. In particular, our participation at the unveiling 

of a headstone in Belgrave Cemetery for Private Archibald Toach brought local, national and 

international publicity for the Branch.  

 

I was also delighted to receive a compliment from Teddy Noyes, of Huntingdon, whose years 

of service to the WFA were recently recognised with the granting of Honorary Life 

Membership. Teddy, an avid reader of The Tiger, tells me that in her opinion other Branches 

should be made aware of how we run our Branch and the activities we undertake with a view 

to following our example! High praise indeed . . .   2018, the centenary of the end of the Great 

War, may yet be our busiest year to date. The recent appointments of “County Town 

Representatives” is just one initiative aimed at raising our profile throughout our Counties and 

if anyone wishes to become more involved in Branch activities, please do not hesitate to come 

forward. All comers will be welcome! 

 

It would be inappropriate for me not to thank our existing Committee Members for their help 

and support this past twelve months. All are active participants in our Meetings, whilst Roy is 

also a regular contributor to this Newsletter and Paul maintains our excellent Website, the 

mechanics of which remain, to me at least, a complete mystery! My particular thanks must go, 

however, to Valerie, for her massive contribution to both the running of this Branch and our 

annual Remembrance Tour under the “Friend of Flanders Tour” banner.  

 

Now our thoughts begin to turn towards 11th November and Remembrance.  We remain ever 

conscious of the sacrifice paid by those we exist to commemorate and I am confident that, on 

that particular “front” our Branch we will not be found wanting.  

    

 

D.S.H.  
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PARISH NOTICES 
 

 

 

 
 

Your Committee Members  

are: 
 

David Humberston 

 Chairman  

& Speakers List 
 

Valerie Jacques  

Secretary  

& Newsletter Editor 
  

Paul Warry 

 Treasurer, Vice Chairman 

& Website  
 

Angela Hall  

Events   
 

Roy Birch  

Promotion  

& War Memorials 
 

Your County Town Representatives  

are: 

Jonathan Capewell (Coalville) 

Greg Drozdz (Hinckley) 

David & Karen Ette (Loughborough) 

Derek Simmonds (Melton Mowbray) 
 

 Our Branch Website Address is: 

www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com 

 

 

 

 

BRANCH MEETINGS 
The Elms Social & Service 

Club, Bushloe End,  

WIGSTON, Leicestershire, 

LE18 2BA 
 

 7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 

(Approx.) 

 
30th October 2017  

A.G.M.  

& 
  Guest Speaker:  

 Cristina Cox  
- 

“The 17th (Armoured Car) 

Battalion, Tank Corps” 

 
27th November 2017  

  Guest Speaker:  

 Harry Richards  
- 

“Room 40 and  

German Intrigues 

In Morocco” 
 

18th December 2017  

  Guest Speaker:  

 John Overton  
- 

“Tiger Jack’s Tale” 
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . . 
 

 

 

AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS 
In conjunction with Leicester’s Heritage Open Days 

the Memorials can be viewed on: 
 

 
. 

 

SATURDAY, 18th NOVEMBER 2017 
11.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m. 

at 

The Chancel,  

Rear of All Saints Church, 

Highcross Street, Leicester 
 

Further information is available from Project Director, 

Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on 

denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

THE 

ROBERT GEE V.C. 

MEMORIAL TABLET 
 

will be unveiled  

at 2.00 p.m. 

on 

Thursday, 30th November 2017 

at 

Leicester Town Hall 

Town Hall Square 

Leicester 

LE1 9BG 
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YOUR BRANCH IN ACTION . . . 
 

Two commemorative events in the county have recently given the Branch the opportunity to 

raise its profile outside of the city itself. The first took place at St Catherine’s Church, Burbage, 

where, after a Service of Remembrance, a headstone was unveiled in the churchyard over the 

grave of Boer War and Great War veteran Sharrad Holland Gilbert.   

 

During the Service, WFA member Greg Drozdz delivered a memorable account of Gilbert’s 

life, injecting humour into biographical fact with consummate ease. The congregation then 

gathered in the Churchyard, where Jennifer, Lady Gretton, Lord Lieutenant of Leicestershire, 

unveiled the headstone that now marks Gilbert’s grave. The event was well attended, with local 

dignitaries and representatives of both The Royal Leicestershire Regiment and the 

Leicestershire Yeomanry (in its current format) all present. Readers of The Tiger may recall our 

Branch made a donation towards the costs of the headstone.   

 

  
LEFT: Greg Drozdz addressing the Congregation (Photograph by Nicola Brown) 

RIGHT: Jennifer, Lady Gretton, unveils the Sharrad Holland Gilbert headstone 

 

Greg and his associates are to be congratulated on 

the excellent organisation of the entire morning, 

which received many compliments from the 

attendees. For those representing the WFA, Greg’s 

delivery from the pulpit whetted the appetite for his 

forthcoming talk to the Branch on Togo Bolesworth, 

delivered with equal authority and aplomb a few 

weeks later.  

 

Whilst the event at Burbage was blessed with dry 

weather, much to the gratitude of those who walked 

the considerable distance from Church to graveside, 

that at Ashby De La Zouch, on the morning of       
Sunday, 1st October, was blighted by rain. The Sharrad Holland Gilbert headstone 
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The occasion was the unveiling of a Victoria Cross tablet, next to the town’s War Memorial, to 

Lieutenant Colonel Philip Bent on the centenary of his death at Polygon Wood, near Ypres. 

Readers may recall the considerable publicity concerning the proposed sale of Lieutenant 

Colonel Bent’s medals by Ashby Grammar School and the subsequent dispute over their 

ownership. We now understand that this proposal has been withdrawn. It was, therefore, 

particularly pleasing to see the medals brought to the Service by representatives of the Royal 

Leicestershire Regiment Association, to be worn by Bent’s great nephew, Keith Willis (as 

shown in our cover photograph). A miniature group of medals were also presented to Mr Willis 

by the Association.  

 

  
LEFT: Valerie Jacques with Keith Willis and his son, Liam 

RIGHT: Keith & Liam Willis unveil the V.C. tablet 

 

 

After a short service, local historian 

Kenneth Hillier gave a brief account of 

Bent’s life. The tablet was then unveiled 

by Mr Willis and his son, Liam, and 

wreaths were laid by Mr Tim Dunn, of the 

Friends of HMS Conway (a merchant ship 

on which Bent had served) and Captain T. 

R. Wilkes of the Trustees of The Royal 

Tigers Association. All present were then 

invited to make their way to Ashby 

Museum where refreshments were 

available. An exhibition about Bent is 

currently being held at the Museum and 

Mr Hillier was selling signed copies of his 

The Bent V.C. Tablet 

(Photograph by Paul Bardell) 

new biography of Bent, “Come On The 

Tigers!”.   
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REMEMBERANCE AT  

THE 46TH (NORTH MIDLAND) DIVISION MEMORIAL 

by Dr Karen Ette 
 

On 13th October 1915, at 14.00 hours a whistle blew and the men of the 46th Division went 

‘over the top’ in an attempt to capture the Hohenzollern Redoubt, close to the village of Auchy 

les Mines.137th Brigade went first and was immediately hit by heavy machine gun fire. The 

attacking battalions were annihilated without achieving anything. Of the two companies of the 

1/5 South Staffords, every single officer and man was hit as they tried to advance. 138th 

Brigade, men of the Leicesters and Lincolns, attacked five minutes later. They managed to 

reach their first objective with fewer losses. Then, as they carried on, heavy fire cut across them 

resulting in very high casualties. The attack came to a standstill within ten minutes. Trench 

fighting continued, but once again the shortage of bombs proved decisive. The Division lost 

180 officers and 3,583 men within ten minutes, and achieved absolutely nothing. 

 

 

On 13th October 2006 a Memorial to the 46th (North Midland)  

T F Division  (shown left) was put in place on land close to the 

Redoubt donated by the local farmer, Michel Dedourge, or as he 

is proud to be known, 'No Problem'. This land, where the 

memorial stands, measures 46 square metres. The memorial is 

made from Portland Stone in the form of a ‘Broken Column’ and 

was designed by Michael Credland. Michael told us that this form 

of memorial was popular in Victorian times and represents those 

'cut off in the prime of life'. The bottom step is 46 inches across 

and the column is 46 inches high. The top of the column is tilted 

at an angle of 46 degrees. Every angle: the top, the base, the steps 

and the facets of the column are 46 degrees. 

  

 

Each of the eight sides (left) has 

a gun-metal plaque bearing the 

cap badges and names of the 

battalions: Lincolnshires, 

Leicestershires, Sherwood 

Foresters, North Staffordshires, 

South Staffordshires, 1st 

Monmouths, RFA and RE.  The 

plaques were made by the 

famous Bell Founders – Taylors 

of Loughborough.  

 

The Inscription "THEIR 

COUNTRY FOUND THEM   
READY", which is carved on the top step of the Memorial, (above right), was chosen by 

military historian and author, Martin Middlebrook, who wrote “Captain Staniland's Journey: 

The North Midland Territorials Go to War”. The phrase comes from the popular wartime song 

Keep the Home Fires Burning, composed by Ivor Novello In 1915.  
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On the 13th October, 2017, at 1400 hours, a whistle blew and those gathered to remember the 

3,763 officers and men who became casualties in ten horrific minutes, stood in silence. 

Afterwards Michael Credland said a few words and wreaths were laid on the steps of the 

memorial. David Ette was privileged to lay a wreath on behalf of the Leicestershire and Rutland 

Branch of the Western Front Association.  

 

  
LEFT: David Ette with the Branch wreath, depicted against the barren landscape of the 

Loos battlefields. RIGHT: The Wreath layers assemble by the Memorial. 

 

Also present was good friend, Jean Luc Gloriant. He is a local amateur historian with a specific 

interest in the 9th Scottish Division. He has lived in Auchy-les-Mines all of his life and the back 

garden of his house sits on where Fosse Trench was! It was Jean Luc who discovered that 

Fergus Bowes-Lyon was buried nearby in Quarry Cemetery. 

 

 

 

 

 

LEFT: The Memorial 

after the laying of 

wreaths. 

 

RIGHT: The Branch 

Wreath on the 

Memorial 

 
 

The Lady Mayor, Mme Joëlle Fontaine then invited everyone back for afternoon tea. She said 

a few words, in English (to which she received much applause), and told us that she hoped to 

see us all again next year. She is a lovely lady who welcomed each and everyone individually, 

and has been present at the remembrance service every year since she took up office in 2014 

 

THEIR NAME LIVETH FOR EVERMORE 
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REMBERING LOUVAIN . . . 
WITH RUTLAND MEMBER PETER ORPIN 

 

Many readers may be aware of the brutal atrocities committed by the German Army as they 

swept through Belgium in August and September 1914. These incidents were widely reported 

in the press of the Allied Nations with some being embellished for propaganda purposes. One 

undisputed act of German vandalism was the burning of the priceless mediaeval University 

Library at Louvain on 25th August 1914, which destroyed thousands of priceless books and 

manuscripts and provoked condemnation from around the world. In August 2017, Rutland 

member Peter Orpin travelled to Louvain on a personal pilgrimage of remembrance, as he now 

explains: 
 

 

Having been brought up with a home piano and modest 

skills in reading music, in due course I inherited a box full 

of very old sheet music, into which I one day delved to see 

if any pieces were of possible interest. That is how I found 

a march, "Remember Louvain", composed by John Neat. 

The pictorial front cover illustration showed buildings 

being destroyed by fire and, discovering the music was 

published in August 1914, I felt this might relate to an 

incident from the Great War. I therefore consulted an atlas 

to discover Louvain was a town in Belgium and there my 

early investigations stopped. The box containing all the 

music remained closed for a few more years, although it 

was kept safe as it is not my nature to throw away or burn 

such old collections. 
 

In late 2011, I had reason to look back in the box and there, 

sitting on the top was "Remember Louvain".   This re-discovery encouraged me to check on the 

internet for information about Louvain and I then found that the town, the university and many 

homes had either been destroyed by fire or brutally attacked by the German Army. Fully 

intending to contact the Burgomaster of Louvain, a hip replacement operation delayed any 

further action until, during my recuperation, I sent a preliminary letter of enquiry.  
 

I duly received a positive reply from the University Chief Archivist, Marika Ceunen, who 

confirmed they were aware of the British propaganda campaign of August 1914 and the 

existence of a musical piece entitled "Remember Louvain". They had not, however, ever heard 

it played! Their reply also contained the wish to have the sheet music in their safekeeping and, 

as I was by now recovering from the operation, I decided to be brave and take the music over 

to Leuven (the modern Flemish spelling of Louvain) myself. I asked my nephew Philip to 

accompany me.   
 

We made the journey by Eurostar on Monday 8th August and the following day visited the 

Archive within the great Library to make our presentation. We arrived by taxi, were warmly 

greeted at the door and taken to the archivist central area, where we met the staff, many 

volunteer helpers and in particular Alderman Denise Vandevoort and Chief Archivist Marika 

Ceunen. Alderman Vandevoort introduced me to all present and then invited me to proceed.   

Firstly I presented a copy of “Rutland and the Great War” (signed by Lord Lieutenant Sir  
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Lawrence Howard) on behalf of the County of Rutland to the City of Leuven. Then came my 

presentation of the sheet music itself which, with the help of Rutland Museum, had been 

carefully protected for the journey. When I opened this special file exposing the music it created 

a moment of true excitement and I was also able to present a CD containing a recording of the 

piece by Peter Davis, Director of Music at Oakham School. The event proved to be very 

important for our hosts and it was shown on Belgian TV repeatedly throughout that day.   
 

It was a lovely occasion, not just 

for the journey, but also to make a 

presentation of something so rare 

and unheard for 103 years. We 

were wonderfully received, being 

taken around the Great Library 

and the marvellous University 

Reading Hall, whilst enjoying the 

60 plus bells being played for the 

whole surrounding area to hear. In 

the evening we were wined and 

dined before saying our farewells. 

I'm told that my name is now on a 

special file at the University 

Archive and will stay there for 40   

years.. At Leuven, plans for the 

2018 commemorations are still to 

be confirmed, but I have great  

Peter Orpin presents “Remember Louvain” to 

Alderman Denise Vandevoort 

(Photograph by Philip Orpin) 

hopes that the march may be played then. I think there is a good chance and have asked them 

to let me know.  
 

 
Peter in the majestic Reading Room of the restored Library 

We spent only two days at 

Leuven, then a further two at 

Lille before making a brief visit 

to Ieper (Ypres) on our way 

home. Unfortunately it rained 

heavily so apart from a quick 

lunch at the Cloth Hall, and a 

wet walk to the Menin Gate, we 

dashed into a local bar to ask if 

they could phone for a taxi to 

take us back to Lille station. I 

arrived home in Oakham late 

on the Friday afternoon feeling 

confident that the journey to 

Leuven had been a memorable 

success.  

 

I am sure all readers of The Tiger will congratulate Peter for his generous donation and his 

determination to bring this project to a successful conclusion.  
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CENTENARY CALENDAR 
 

NOVEMBER 1917 
 

1st – Britain:  Ministry of National Service 

formed; France:  Battle of La Malmaison ends 

2nd – Britain: Foreign Secretary, Arthur 

Balfour, issues “Balfour Declaration” 

expressing support for creation of Jewish state 

in Palestine; Italy: German forces cross River 

Tagliamento at Battle of Caporetto, breaking 

recently formed Italian defensive line. Italian 

resolve stiffens 

3rd - North Sea: British sink 11 German ships 

in Kattegat (Strait between Baltic and North 

Sea); France: First three soldiers of American 

Expeditionary Force killed in action during a 

German raid on their trenches near Artois 

4th – Italy: Arrival of British and French forces 

announced 

6th – Belgium: Ruins of Passchendaele village 

captured by Canadian Corps; Mesopotamia: 

Tikrit occupied by British forces 

7th – Italy: General Luigi Cadorna relieved of 

command – succeeded by General Armando 

Diaz; Russia - Bolsheviks seize power in 

Russia and Lenin takes office; Palestine: Third 

Battle of Gaza ends 

10th – Belgium: Second Battle of 

Passchendaele ends 

11th – Belgium: Kaiser in conference with 

Hindenburg and Ludendorff at Mons - they 

agree outline strategy for 1918; Italy: Austro-

Hungarian forces reach River Piave 

12th – Italy: Twelfth battle of the Isonzo (Battle 

of Caporetto) ends   

14th – France: Paul Painlevé (Premier) and 

Louis Barthou (War Minister) resign to be 

replaced with Georges Clemenceau and 

Stephen Pichon; Palestine: Victory for 

Allenby at Battle of Junction Station – Turk’s 

rail link to Jerusalem cut 

15th – Britain: Government gives further 

pledge that restitution of Alsace-Lorraine is a 

War Aim; Russia – Kerenski flees from 

Petrograd; Japan: Government unable to send 

two Japanese battle cruisers to join British  

Grand Fleet in North Sea 

17th - North Sea: Second Battle of Heligoland 

Bight during which Able Seaman John Henry 

Carless, HMS Caledon, was awarded a VC; 

Palestine: Eight day Battle of Nebi Samwil 

begins 

18th – Mesopotamia: General Sir Frederick 

Stanley Maude dies abruptly from cholera at 

Baghdad - succeeded by Lt General Sir 

William Raine Marshall  

20th – France: Massed tanks and surprise 

artillery bombardment make successful 

opening to British offensive at the Battle of 

Cambrai – Hindenburg line broken; Russia: 

Ukrainian People's Republic proclaimed 

21st – Bulgaria: German airship L59 leaves 

Yambol for East Africa; Russia: Bolshevik 

Government begins Armistice discussions with 

Central Powers 

25th - German East Africa: German force under 

Colonel Paul von Lettow Vorbeck effects 

passage of River Rovuma and defeats 

Portuguese force at Ngomano - German 

operations in Portuguese East Africa begin 

28th – Estonia: Independence declared; German 

East Africa:  German force surrenders to 

British in Mwiti Valley 

29th - Britain - Air Force (Constitution) Act 

passed for creation of an Air Force and Air 

Ministry; France: British advance slightly west 

of Bourlon Wood 

30th – Britain: Allied Naval Conference 

formed; France: German counter-attacks at 

Cambrai begin; Brigadier General Roland 

Boys Bradford, V.C, M.C, at 25 years of age 

the youngest British General Officer of  

modern times, is killed in action by a stray shell 

near Graincourt. His brother, George, would be 

posthumously decorated with the same award  

following the Zeebrugge Raid of 1918  

Austro-Hungary: Government accepts 

Bolshevik proposals to negotiate for an 

Armistice  
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD 
 

 
 
 

TO BE FOUND ON THE INTERNET: 
Readers may be interested to visit 

 

 

 
 

The “Far From Home” project is scheduled for completion during 2018, the objective being to 

create a permanent and comprehensive memorial to the 3,898 casualties sustained by the 

Canadian Expeditionary Force in Great Britain during the First World War. Over sixty per-cent 

of the C.E.F. were British born, which explains why so many lie buried in obscure churchyards 

and far-flung tiny cemeteries. 

 

Further details can be found on www.canadianukgravesww1.co.uk 

 

Our thanks go to Anne & Richard Hardy for this information 

 

 

BILL BROOKMAN 
 

Bill Brookman has recently been the subject of an article published in the American on-line 

magazine, The Atavist. This, as Bill himself describes it: “relates the history of my personal 

involvement in conflict zones”. 
 

The article can be found at : 
 

www.magazine.atavist.com/theater-of-war-bill-brookman-clown-mogadishu 
 

It certainly offers an interesting read for those interested in more modern military conflicts. 
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NEWS FROM YPRES . . . 
 

 

 
 

Work has continued at St George’s Memorial Church since the delivery of the new bells on 31st  

August. The eight bells have been hung by John Taylor & Co bell hangers, Andrew Ogden and 

Neil Thomas, and had their “test ring” on Sunday 17th September. It was a special occasion with 

the eight visiting ringers each reading out the inscriptions of the bell they were about to ring.  

  
Project Co-ordinator Alan Regin visited the works of Peartree Midlands Limited in Hinckley, 

Leicestershire, who have provided the panelling for the ringing room. The Company 

reconstructed the latter in their workshop to ensure the panelling would “fit” and thus ensured 

none of the fittings would obstruct the ringers in what is a very compact space! They have also 

built a case that will house hand bells donated by John Coles and a Memorial Book written by 

Timothy Noad.  

 

With electricians and decorators completing their work and the laying of a carpet with acoustic 

underlay, the blessing of the finished installation took place on Sunday 22nd October, with over 

200 people attending the Service. 

  

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS TO: 

NIGEL ATTER 
 

On the publication of his first book, 

 

IN THE SHADOW OF BOIS HUGO.  

THE 8TH LINCOLNS AT THE BATTLE OF 

LOOS 
 

Available from Helion & Co  

via  

www.helion.co.uk 
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THE WASTAGE OF WAR: REDRESSING THE BALANCE 

by Roy-Anthony Birch 

 

While her sons may have been comparatively slow in answering the 1914 call to arms; – and 

statistics tend to support the claim, it should never be said that Leicester people overall were 

anything other than keen in supporting wartime charities.  Perhaps it was indeed the 

comparative prosperity of the town that accounted for both phenomena, with near and 

sometimes actual full employment in the boot and shoe and hosiery trades and in the 

engineering sector holding sway over the lure of the “King’s Shilling”, and the comparatively 

high wages in turn boosting the coffers of many a worthwhile cause. 

 

Although recruitment had been as buoyant in Leicester as elsewhere in the earliest weeks of 

the War, the surge had become barely a trickle by October 1914, much to the chagrin of the 

military and the embarrassment of the Borough Council.  Rallies at the De Montfort Hall in 

August and September had been fairly successful.  But at another, towards Christmas, only 

nine men responded positively and of these, only four appeared at the Recruiting Office the 

next morning, and two of them were rejected as physically unfit.  A not entirely typical 

example, perhaps. Yet “social deprivation”, as we regard it, was acknowledged as having its 

effect on a significant proportions of the population and thereby on recruitment; so contributing 

in no small part to Leicester’s ostensibly meagre recruitment rate of 2.6%.  (This was in March 

1915, and Derby’s rate, by comparison, was 5.2%, while Nottingham led the way jointly with 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne at 18.5). 

 

The implications of a lack of adequate – never mind “quality” housing and the under-

nourishment of children especially, bore down on the Government as the War progressed, the 

slaughter intensified, and the ranks became ever more depleted. While the Army, in time, 

would have to play its part in nurturing many of the newly-conscripted and often puny recruits, 

policies for the sustenance and well-being of the infant population would have to be 

implemented to ensure the future.  Cold and calculating as this might sound, it was very much 

the essence of a nationwide Government initiative launched in July 1917 and strongly reliant 

on local charities; not least in Leicester.  Press releases promoting “Baby Week” - which ran 

from the 1st to the 7th  were couched in dryly impersonal and highly autocratic terms, if a piece 

in The Leicester Daily Post of Tuesday July 3rd is anything to go by.  Under the headline  
 

 

NATIONAL BABY WEEK: WHAT LEICESTER IS DOING 
 

 

readers were exhorted to consider “the importance of the most vital of all possible War 

economies: – economy in human life”.  One wonders how readers would have reacted had they 

read on, being told that “it is hardly yet fully realised how much those who stay at home can 

do towards repairing the waste of life which is now going on upon the Continent”.  Waste of 

life?  Hardly the phrase to attract the sympathy of the bereaved especially towards the ensuing 

argument which, however valid, maintained its unequivocally lofty tone.  “It is a fact that if 

the care of babies was everywhere brought up to the standard of the best regulated families, 

most of the inevitable waste could be repaired as we go along.  Statistics show that, while in  

1915 nine soldiers died every hour, twelve babies died at home, and of these, more than half - 

50,000 per year, could have been saved for the nation”. 
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Infant mortality was not the only cause for concern.  “A large proportion of the little ones are 

permanently enfeebled and handicapped for life by improper feeding, unsuitable home 

conditions, bad housing, and ignorance”.  True enough, no doubt.  Yet one wonders if the 

finger of blame, if blame it was, - otherwise attribution, was pointing in the most appropriate 

direction.  With the vagaries of “ignorance” laid to one side, responsibility for damp or 

insanitary housing and overcrowded ill-ventilated living conditions could hardly be laid solely 

or even to the greater extent at the doors of “just about managing” wartime families.  Neither 

could the marked disparity in infant death-rates between Leicester’s more affluent and poorer 

council wards - 78 compared to 169 per 1,000 births, according to The Post, rest even primarily 

with obviously disadvantaged residents. 

 

In his annual report for 1913, Leicester’s Medical 

Officer of Health, Dr. Charles Killick Millard 

wrote that “there is much old cottage property in 

need of overhauling and putting into repair which 

can only be done by expenditure that owners (i.e. 

landlords) naturally hesitate to make, except 

under compulsion”.  The report added that around 

3% of some 10,000 dwellings inspected were 

“considered to be in a state so dangerous or 

injurious to health as to be unfit for human 

habitation”.  Perhaps it was something of a 

miracle that so many infants and children actually 

survived.  And again, given that the root of the 

problem frequently lay elsewhere, one wonders 

just how welcome would have been the advice of 

the “large number of ladies and gentlemen who 

are making a special effort to bring home to 

mothers and fathers their responsibilities in these 

matters”.   
 

Dr Charles Killick Millard 

 

Some of this “large number of ladies and gentlemen” were doubtless well intentioned and one 

only hopes that what might otherwise have been seen as outside interference was, in their case, 

taken in good part.  Attempts to recruit more voluntary health visitors was a key component of 

Leicester’s “Baby Week” and advice on infant feeding and hygiene etc., sensitively given, must 

have been welcomed by many mothers.  Likewise, attempts to tackle what The Post’s 

correspondent called “the fly peril”.  But these and allied components of the campaign, 

naturally, required funding.  A target of £4,000 had been set for the week, with one of the most 

ambitious aims being to establish a Babies’ Nursing or Convalescent Home in Victoria Road 

– now University Road, where “weak and ailing babies can get the nursing and attention which 

cannot be provided in any local institution”.  “Material assistance” – unspecified, would also 

be “given where necessary to women before, during, and after childbirth”.  

 

Flag days and fund-raising street collections proliferated in Leicester throughout the 1914 – 18 

War, following the pattern established in 1912 by The Alexander Rose Days, which themselves 

continued throughout the conflict.  Astonishing amounts were donated to an impressive array 

of charitable causes, often with upwards of £1,000 being taken in a single day by armies of 

volunteer collectors.  Motor Ambulance Funds, Prisoners of War in Germany, The Serbian Red  
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Cross, and “Our Russian Allies” - not forgetting “Smokes for Tommies”, all benefited, and 

Leicester’s “Baby Week” offered yet another opportunity for the locals to “dig deep”. 

 

The climax of the week was a “Pram Parade” held on Saturday 7th July, presenting what must 

have been a quite unforgettable public spectacle.  Streets around Leicester’s Town Hall Square 

were so “thronged with sightseers” that the police and Special Constables had difficulty in 

controlling the assembly, according to the press.  The Boy’s Life Brigade were among those 

lining the route of the ensuing procession to the De Montfort Hall, with a veritable cavalcade 

of mounted police and The Leicester Military Band well out in front and with a banner 

proclaiming “Leicester Babies Welcome” at its head.  Scores if not hundreds of gaily decorated 

prams advertised the distinct location and name of the nursery to which they belonged, as 

onlookers “displayed the keenest interest in their occupants who, for the most part, seemed to 

be taking a huge delight in this new event in their young lives”.  Boy Scouts and Girl Guides 

added further colour to the parade, while the playing of the Church Lad’s Bugle Band doubtless 

brought a spring to everyone’s step.  With prams consigned to the De Montfort Hall gardens, 

babes in arms were carried inside and tea was served to the accompaniment of Morris and Olde 

English dancing by pupils of Narborough Road Infants’ and Ellis Avenue Council Schools.  

 

 
Sir Jonathan North 

Although after this, almost anything might have come as 

an anticlimax, the formality of the week’s final event may 

at least have given the opportunity for any babies present 

to take a welcome snooze.  The meeting at The New Walk 

Museum on the evening of the 7th was chaired by The 

Mayor, Alderman (later Sir) Jonathan North, with various 

local officials, including Dr. Millard, sharing the 

platform.  Having thanked the flag sellers and others for 

their efforts and support, The Mayor emphasised “the 

importance of the human element . . . not after the War, 

but while the War was proceeding”, unashamedly 

addressing the need to redress the balance, with so many 

having already fallen in the fight.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, 

given his prominence as a leading Leicester businessmen 

with Leavesley & North and Freeman Hardy& Willis etc., 

he highlighted the importance of international trade to  

post-War reconstruction.  He asserted that if the human element was neglected, “all our 

commercial plans for maintaining the nation’s position in the world’s markets would be as 

naught.  We must make a supreme effort to give the babies their chance in order that we may 

have a strong and virile race”.   

 

Such words remind of the essence of Baby Week: not so much the nurturing of infants as an 

end in itself, as if under the guidance of an altruistic hand; but rather, the replenishment of 

wartime “waste” in the interest of the State.  While many would have baulked at the prospect 

of rearing children to sustain a seemingly interminable war, a new generation would clearly be 

needed to preserve The Empire and to police the longed-for peace.  We, of course, know that 

this coming generation was indeed required to face the repercussions of a largely unresolved 

and essentially European conflict, by answering its own call to arms in September 1939.  
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    CONTACT US 
 

We thank once again to those readers who contacted us following the production of previous 

issues of The Tiger. Your comments are valued and welcomed and we are always open to 

suggestions as to what you, our readers, would like to see included/excluded.  
 

All articles reproduced in this newsletter are accepted in good faith and every effort is always 

made to ensure accuracy of the information given. It should be noted however that the opinions 

expressed by the contributors are not necessarily those of the Editor, her associates or the 

Western Front Association. The Editor reserves the right to amend, condense or edit any article 

submitted although the full version will be available, via e-mail, upon request.   
 

Anyone wishing to submit material is more than welcome to contact us by e-mail at: 

foft@live.co.uk 

 

Deadline date to ensure inclusion in your next Tiger: Friday, 17th November 2017. 

 

“We very much value your continued support” 
 

Valerie Jacques (Branch Secretary & Newsletter Editor) 

David Humberston (Branch Chairman) 
 

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“Silent Sentinel” 
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